4 Person Golf Scramble Rules (9 Holes)

Important Note: All participants must pay their greens fee ($15 students/$30 faculty/staff) before teeing off.

Scoring Note: Any team playing with a Faculty/Staff Member and a Student will receive a 1 stroke deduction from their final score.

1. Play is in a "scramble" format. Each team member hits one shot and the team make its choice as to which is the best shot to play. Then all four players hit from that spot, no more than one club length from where that chosen shot finished, no closer to the hole, and with no change in the basic lie (that is, if your chosen shot lands in the first cut of rough, you cannot play your next shots from the fairway).

2. Standard golf rules of honor apply. Count all your strokes, penalize yourselves if necessary, no mulligans, and finish the hole completely.

3. All players hit from the white tees, except that women hit from the red tees and seniors (over 55) hit from the gold tees.

4. Hole #7 is the "closest to the pin" hole (closest to the pin with the tee shot). The first team off will carry and establish the stake; later teams will move it as they land closer. The last team will bring in the stake.

5. Hole #9 is the "longest drive" hole. To qualify for the longest drive, the ball must be struck from the white tees and must finish in the fairway (the zoysia grass). The drive distance is measured on a straight line from the tee box to the pin, with the struck ball's distance set perpendicular to that line. Again, the first team off will carry and establish the stake and the last team will bring in the stake.

6. White stakes are out of bounds markers. Red stakes are hazard markers. Yellow stakes and white spray paint are "ground under repair" markers (players are allowed a free drop without penalty).
2 Person Golf Scramble Rules (18 Holes)

Important Note: All student participants must pay their $15 greens fee before teeing off. All faculty/staff must pay their $30 greens fee before teeing off.

Scoring Note: Any team playing with a Faculty/Staff Member and a Student will receive a 1 stoke deduction from their final score.

1. Play is in a "scramble" format. Each team member hits one shot and the team makes its choice as to which is the best shot to play. Then both players hit from that spot, no more than one club length from where that chosen shot finished, no closer to the hole, and with no change in the basic lie (that is, if your chosen shot lands in the first cut of rough, you cannot play your next shots from the fairway).

2. Standard golf rules of honor apply. Count all your strokes, penalize yourselves if necessary, no mulligans, and finish the hole completely.

3. All players hit from the white tees, except that women hit from the red tees and seniors (over 55) hit from the gold tees.

4. Hole #7 is the "closest to the pin" hole (closest to the pin with the tee shot). The first team off will carry and establish the stake; later teams will move it as they land closer. The last team will bring in the stake.

5. Hole #9 is the "longest drive" hole. To qualify for the longest drive, the ball must be struck from the white tees and must finish in the fairway (the zoysia grass). The drive distance is measured on a straight line from the tee box to the pin, with the struck ball's distance set perpendicular to that line. Again, the first team off will carry and establish the stake and the last team will bring in the stake.

6. White stakes are out of bounds markers. Red stakes are hazard markers. Yellow stakes and white spray paint are "ground under repair" markers (players are allowed a free drop without penalty).